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As tho environmental Impacts of extracting our agricultural
bounty has become more apparent, farcers' use of natural
resources have become subject to more careful review and
regulation. Farmers' rights are in a state of transition.
"Rights to uso land are being conditioned on effects that uses
have on others, principally users of water and aquatic
environments (Braden, 1982)."

Consideration of alternative programs or policies to control
nonpoint pollution would alter the current allocation of property
rights, as well as the rules under which those rights aro
protected and oxchanged. This paper will discuss assignment of
property rights, major program alternatives, and tax expenditures
In tho combat of nonpoint pollution.

Control a£ Nonpoint Source Pollution

Control of nonpoint source' pollution, under Section 20S of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (U.S.
Congress, 1972), was to be undertaken by area-wide planning.
Undor this process, on area-wide plan is devoloped by a planning
agency at the state level and submitted to the Environmental
Protectoin Agency (EPA) for approval. A regional operating
agency Is then designated to carry out the plan. These regional

'Nonpoint source pollution is: (1) Generated by diffused land
uso activities, not identifiable activities. (2) Conveyed to
waterways through natural processes such as storo runoff or
ground water saepage, rathor than deliberate, controlled
discharge, and (3) Not susceptible to "end of pipe" treatment,
but controllable by changes in land aanagenent or process
practices. (41 Federal Reg. 24709-24710 (1976)).
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operating agenclos may bo eithor existing or newly created local,
regional or state agenclos or political subdivisions (March,
Kranor, and Geyor, 1981).

Tho area-wldo plan oust specify a process to identify
agriculturally related nonpoint sources of pollution and methods
to control those sourcos. Given tho general inapplicability of
poroits and other forss of offluent limitations to nonpoint
source pollution, an alternative control technique is required.
The control technique authorised by tho Clean Water Act (CWA) and
the EPA is the implementation, by farmers, of "best management
practices" (BHPs). BHPs have been defined by EPA as those
aothods, oeasuros or practices to prevent or reduco water
pollution which include but aro not limited to structural and
non-structural controls, and operation and maintenance procedures
(March, Kramer, and Geyor, 1981).

Most agricultural BHP programs aro of a voluntary nature. Tho
programs provide for education and information about agricultural
nonpoint source pollution, its damages, and its controls. The
programs also include a cost sharing stratogy to assist farnors
in Installing often costly pollution control practices. Cost
sharing of BHPs has also boon instituted because of the off-faro
nature of tho benefits of BHP adoption. However, questions have
been raised as to the offoctivenoss of tho voluntary cost sharing
program for pollution control. Despite the availability of cost
sharing, thoro Is llttlo lncontlvo for farmers to voluntarily
adopt BHPs when thoy will not rocognize, directly, tho benefits
of thoir Investments. Also, cost sharing funds are limited,
further reducing tho likelihood of widespread BHP adoption.

A. Diasusgign. ai Pronnrtv Rights

Whether nonpoint source pollution control prograas continue to
solicit voluntary cooperation, albeit in a modified approach, or
whether some regulatory approach is adopted, it appears that
changes in tho curront nonpoint source pollution control programs
aro forthcoming. Such a transition is seldom a smooth process.
In tho case of nonpoint sourco pollution, tho transition is
further frustrated by the corresponding problems of
Identification, definition and enforcement of changing property
rights allocations.

A right ("entitlement") confers favor among Individuals or groups
asking cotnpotlng claims to an objoct or privilege (Calabresl and
Halamed, 1972). In defining rights, two matters must be decided:
a) initial ownership (allocation) of rights, and b) rules under
which they may bo exchanged. Tho allocation decision must
reflect accoptod tonots of social relations, Including
distributional equity and Judicial consistency (Calabrosi and
Helamod). An entitlement should bo made to the party best able
to ovaluate its social worth or, secondarily, to the party who
can act most cheaply to correct errors in its Initial allocation
(l.o. ovaluate and initiate exchange) (Braden, 1982).



Bromley (1978) considered (1) proporty rules, (2) liability
rules, and (3) inalienability rules as tho rule3 by which rights
are protected. His framework is as follows. Given two parties,
A and B, if: 1) A owns tha »ntttl«m«nt-- When A is protected by
a property rule, A may interforo with B and can only bo stopped
if B buys off A. When A is protoctod by a liability rule, B may
stop A from interfering but must coaponsato A. 2) B ssms. the
nntltlemant— When B is protectod by a property rulo, A may not
interfere with B without B's consent. When B is protected by a
liability rule, A may Interfere with B but must compensate B.
Whan B is protected by inalienability, A may not interfere with B
under any circumstances and tho stopping does not imply
compensation. Bromley (1978) also notes that transactions costs
will be higher when entitlomonts aro protected undor proporty
rules rather than liability rulos bocauso tho property rule
requires a prior agreement among tho partios. He suggests that,
as a result, Interference will likely bo greater undor tho
latter.

Property mflhts and Nonpoint gojllfia Pollution Control

The allocation of property rights to wator and its use is not
explicitly defined. Thoro is precedent to suggest that these
rights are owned in most casos by tbo farmers. Indeed, under tho
current program of voluntary BHP implementation, it can bo argued
that farmers have been ondowed with tho rights to the "use" of
water. With tho current program, those rights are protected
under a property rule, and may bo "purchased" by the public if
farmers choose to exchange thoir rights to create nonpoint source
pollution for cost sharing assistance in controlling the
pollution.

Altni-nflttvn Programs

Along with the questions regarding the effectivonoss of the
current nonpoint control program have como suggestions for
alternative programs.

Major Program Alternatives includo:

(1) Cross compliance • government farm program;

(2) Regulatory schemes - BHPs • required by law;

(3) Soil loss tax;

(ft) Tax credit, tax deduction, tax oxpendituro;

(5) Enforcement of common law;

(6) Purchase of rights.
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1. ClOSS. cmrmlliinr!.

An alternative to tho currant voluntary BHP program is a cross-
compliance strategy. Cross-ccapliance would requlro farmers to
comply with a specific BHP program in order to receive government
sponsored agricultural program benefits. Specific programs which
could be reduced or eliminated for non-complying farmers include
federal price support, crop insurance, access to extension
sorvices, and loan subsidy programs. In addition to financial
penalties, cross-compliance could also be deslgnod to increase
program benefits for participating farmers. Tho effect would be
threefold: the commitment to government spending with regard to
Income-support and subsidy prograas need not increase, the
imposition of costs (ponaltios) on non-participants, and indirect
cost-assistance to complying farmers in tho form of higher prico
supports. Fines and/or reductions in program baneflts would
occur in event of farcer violation of the specified BHP program.

Under cross-coopllanco, tho farmer still remains ontltled and
protected under the proporty rule. Although tho benefits and
costs associated with 'owning" a particular entitlemont have
shifted, there is no fundamental change In rights. Farmers may
still continue to use (pollute) the water if the compensation
society is willing to pay Is not sufficient.

Any change from tha current voluntary program will involve an
increase in costs, but ioplcoentation and administrative costs In
regard to cross-complianco need not be excessive. The existing
administrative framework could be upgraded to incorporate tho
program (Benbrook, 1979). Farmers will also face increased costs
with either adoption of a BHP program or a reduction in benefits.
BHP costs could bo offset if additional benefits are provided for
thosewho comply.

An important policy consideration is at what magnitude to adjust
federal income support programs. If insufficient penalty or
reward is associated with compliance, farmers with highly orosive
land will continue to pollute the water. Whother cross-
complianco will roach tha heavy users (polluters) of water
remains inconclusive (Ervln, Hoffernan, Greon, 198ft). Also,
since no direct cost sharing assistance is provldod, farmers of
undulating land will be at a significant cost disadvantage. The
negative effects on tho owners of highly erodable land raises
another question: which farmer owns this land? For example,
research in Indiana suggests small faros are more likely to be
located on undulating land (Miller, Gill, 1976). Cross-
compliance is likely to benefit large, high equity operators
rolative to small young farmers (Ervln, Hoffornon, Groan, 1984).
The impact of cross-compliance walks a fine lino; tho more
drastic the reduction for non-compliance tho more sorlous the
Inequalities, but if reductions are only marginal pollution will
continue.



2. Rnyulntorv nrogram-i

A number of regulatory proposals have boon put forward in
attempts to contain nonpoint source pollution. A regulatory
approach would require farcers by law to comply with erosion
control plans or to meet a specified soil loss limit. Tho
farmer, in roturn will receive cost sharing and technical
assistance in attempts to roduce pollution. Twelve states have
moved toward increasing rogulations In response to nonpoint
pollution problems (Braden, 1982). Regulations with a guarantee
of financial assistance would still leave farmers entitled, but
protection is downgraded to a liability rule.

Administrative and implementation costs would increase directly
with the level of monitoring. States with regulatory statutes in
place, however, normally respond only to complaints and/or
obvious pollution problems (Braden, 1982). Transaction costs
could partially set off other costs with a move from tho property
rule to the liability rule (Bromloy, 1978). Tho public would
also have to boar tho additional government expenditures on cost
assistance, but the price of cost sharing would likely decrease
in the long run onco many of tho pormanont erosion structures
(terracing, landscaping, drainage systems, and similar systems)
are in place.

Farmer income would decreaso invorsely with the level of cost
sharing assistance. Regulatory action could result in
significant costs with regard to smaller farms and would likoly
increaso with the Imposition of more restrictive rogulations
(Miller, Gill, 1976). Cost sharing could smooth tho
discrepancies. Cost sharing could be calibrated to reflect some
ratio of the cost of adopting anti-pollution measures to net farm
income or cost per aero.

Regulations aro attractive for another reason, flexibility. Tho
fedoral government could set some general guidelines with states
adopting specific lines of action to match thoir needs.
Regulations and tho level of cost sharing could be offered to
attain workable solutions. Although cost to the public and
farmors will riso, a significant reduction in pollution could bo
achieved.

3. Soil loss tax

One of the most economically efflciont alternatives Is the
imposition of a soil loss tax. Such a tax represents the cost of
pollution imposed on society from faro sources. Entitlement
would bo reallocated to tho public under the liability rule.
Farmers would be allowed accoss to tha public entitlement (water)
provided they compensate society for tho interference. Such a
drastic shift In rights would bo met with strong farmer
resistance.
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Although the soil loss tax bast equates tho cost with the crime,
there oxlst somo structural limitations. Monitoring soil loss
would require vast amounts of both timo and money and could only
bo accomplished indirectly through measurements like the
universal soil loss equation. Bonbrook states that "reliance on
the USLE for this problem, however, is problematic" (Bonbrook,
1979). Braden adds, "a reallocation of rights away from
landowners would entail prohibitively high costs of enforcement
on every parcol of affected land" (Braden, 1982). The financial
burden of the tax would also result in a substantial reduction in
farm income. Still another technical question is at what level
should tho tax be sot to assure accurato compensation of social
cost.

ft. Tax credit, tax deduction, tax expnndttiiro

Altering tax expenditures in conjunction with other proposals or
as a separate action could reduce the lovol of nonpoint
pollution. Redefining the tax code would not chango the
allocation or exchange of rights but would shift the costs and
bonefits of owning an entitlement. Positive steps could bo
advanced in controlling pollution without an increase in
government cost or involvement by removing tax subsidies for
chronic pollutants.

Tax expenditures could be reduced In several areas crucial to
polluting farnors. Elimination of tax expenditures in areas of
investment tax credit, ordinary and necessary business exponses,
and depreciation of capital investment undertaken in conjunction
with tho uso of offending land activities could provide
significant financial incontivo for the adoption of pollution
control measures. In addition, capitalization of offending
expenditures such as land clearing expenses could also bo
disallowod. This would remove any positive tax expenditures for
offending activities.

The advontago inshifting tax expenditures to encourage better
land uso is no additional administrative and implementation
costs. The program could be carried out undor tho IRS and
oxistlng BMP programs, or easily incorporated in othor proposed
programs. Tho wide variety of tax provisions allows policy
makers a range of workable alternatives. Tho cost to the farmer
will likely Increase. If tax penalties are too severe,
inequities could emerge for small farmers on undulating land.
Marginal changes In tho tax code, on tho othor hand, will not
ensuro erosion control.

5. EnforriBtnant; oj£ £he. ssnmon. Isa

In addition to statutory law, common law theories such as
nuisance and trespass may be called upon to addross nonpoint
source pollution. Under common law, a public nuisance is an
unreasonable Interference with a right of the general public. A



private nuisance is an interference with anothor Individual's use
of or enjoyment of property. Tho notion of pollution as a public
nuisance may, in some cases, ariso directly from a constitutional
provision (Rogers, 1977). Undor the private nuisance theory,
farmers have been sued for allowing cattle and hogs access to
streams and for allowing livestock wastos to roach the streams or
wash onto plaintiff's proporty. Similar casos have involved
chemicals and sedimentation.

The theory of trospass is another common law approach to
pollution control. Trespass Involves an Intentional physical
invasion of someone's exclusive uso of his land (Prossor, 1971).
Water transportation of dirt and animal carcasses havo been hold
pollution trespass (Davidson, 1981).

Although the common law theories are operative, thoir enforcement
in cases of nonpoint source water pollution is complicated by the
requirements of proof and damages. Determining the exact source
of posticido or fertilizer contamination Is most likely
impossible. Similarly, an accounting of tho damages from tho
nuisance or trospass of some parts per million of a chemical Is,
at bost, a rough estimate. Therefore, the enforcement of common
law may be less desirablo and less effective than legislative
intervention.

6. Piirchasa fif lights

A tax credit as provided by tho Commonwealth of Virginia is an
example of a law designed to allow tha "purchase" of proporty
rights by tho public. The law provides that a credit be allowed
against stato taxes of 25 percent of all expenditures for the
purchase and installation of conservation tillage equipment up to
a total of $2,500 (Va. Code Sec. 58.1-334 and 58.1-432).
Replacing these current programs with ono of the alternatives
discussod above would result in a change in the definition and/or
allocation of property rights. In many cases, current holders of
the rights are likely to oppose a change. Purchase of
conservation oasemonts or the condemnation of easements to grow
certain types of crops would bo examples of the purchase of
proporty rights.

Property Rights and £afl Tmplwrmntatlon o£ Alternative Program

The cross-compliance strategy would not entail a fundamental
chango in the allocation or protection of rights. Such a program
would redefino farmors' rights to use land and water rosourcos
and would likely reduce their value. Rodefining what farmers
have a right to do and receive changes the benefits associated
with owning a certain entitlement. Making participation in
federal incoso-support programs dependent upon pollution control
activities would impose on farmers substantial costs, aithor in
BMP adoption or loss of program bonefits. Cross compliance was
adoptod by both House and Sonata as a part of the 1985 Farm Bill
(P.L. 99-198).
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A soil loss tax would shift tho entitlement from farmers to tho

public. Under such a tax, farmers would be allowed to Interfere
with the public right but would be required to compensate (pay
tax to) tho public. Tho public's entitlement would bo protected
undor a liability rule. A reallocation of the entitlement away
from faraors would likely be strongly opposed by the farnors,
especially because of their sudden loss of a valuable right
(right to lose soil) without any compensation for that loss. In
fact, thoy would have to pay for the loss of soil.

Alternatively pollution entitlement could be loft In the hands of
farmers but the rule would bo changed to require compliance by
farnors with pollution control rogulations In return for
guaranteed cost sharing assistance. This is tho type of change
which has been oade in the soil conservation program in Iowa
(Iowa Code Sec. 467 A). In this case, the farmer remains
entitled but is protected by a liability rule. Such a change
would be expocted to reduce pollution significantly as compared
to the current program. A mandatory pollution control policy
would not go unchallenged by farmers. Given adequate cost
sharing assistance, farmers could bo forced to comply. Iowa's
soil conservation statute was challenged. Tho court concluded:

...the tost is whether tho collective benefits (to the
public) outweigh the specific restraints imposed (on tho
individual)... It is important thorefore to consider tho
nature of the public interest involved and tho impact of the
restrictions placed on defendants use of thoir land...It
should take no extended discussion to demonstrate that

agriculture is important to tho welfare and prosperity of
this stato. It has been Judicially recognized as our
leading industry... Tho stato has a vital interest in
protecting its soil as the greatest of its natural
resources, and It has aright to do so. ..Whilo this
(legislation) imposes an extra financial burdon on
defendants, it is one tho stato has a right to exact. The
Importance of soil conservation is best illustrated by tha
state'8 willingness to pay throe-fourths of the cost. ..The
remainder to be paid by defendants...is still substantial,
but not unreasonably so. A law doos not become
unconstitutional bocauso it works a hardship...(Woodbury,
1979).

It appears, thon, that whore a significant need for pollution
control is comblnod with a willingness to compensate the farmer,
a mandatory program could be legally enforced.

A mandatory program which required pollution control but did not
provide cost sharing assistance (or provided limitod cost sharing
on a first coao-first served basis, as with the current program)
would reallocate the pollution entitlement from farnors to tho
public. Tho publics entitlement would bo protected by a



property rule. If Congress passed such a law, it could bo upheld
in a court of law, despite strong opposition from farmers. In
ono case, the Virginia State Water Control Board filed suit to
prevent Virginia municipalities which did not receive financial
assistance from the government from having to comply with
effluent limitations for publicly owned sewage treatment plants
by the specified date (State, 1977) The court upheld a bill which
empowered EPA to extend tho 1977 deadline for up to two yoars in
cases where compliance is physically or legally impossible. It
did not limit the applicability to thoso facilities receiving
financial assistance. Horoovor, oven the provision authorizing
caso-by-case extension of the deadline was later deleted without
comment by the Conference Committee, * This cloarly provides
strong support for the conclusion that Congress meant for the
deadlines to be rigid and that It did not Intend that sewage
treatment plants not receiving timoly federal grants should be
exempt from that doadline (Stato, 1977).

A shift in pollution rights away from farmers could be upheld by
the courts without requiring compensation of the farmers. Such a
reallocation of rights without compensation could be considered
by farmers to bo a taking. Howover, it is not clear that farmers
could avoid compliance with pollution control standards based on
"his issue. In upholding the natural uso of land as its highest
and boat uso, a Wisconsin court concluded that restrictions on
the use of land to maintain Its natural uso did not constitute a

taking of property rights. The Court stated that the real issue
is whether the wetlands-filling restrictions are unconstitutional
because they amount to a constructive taking of land without
compensation (Just, 1972).

Tho exorciso of the police power might require tho maintenance of
a body of wator in its natural stato. It may well be considered
a duty of adjacent landowners. Tho protection of public rights
may be accomplished by the oxerclso of tho police power unless
tho damage to the property owner is too groat and amounts to a
confiscation. An owner of land has no absolute and unlimited
right to uso it for a purpose for which it was unsuited in its
natural state and which injures the rights of others. This is
not a case where an owner is prevented from using his land for
natural and indigenous usos. The uses consistent with the nature
of the land are allowed and othor uses recognized and still
othars permitted by special permit (Just, 1972).

If highest and bast use is defined for water as use in an
unpolluted state, then this case raises questions as to farmers'
rights to allow nonpoint source pollution to emanate from their
land.

Sfjaa Addlttonal Considerations

Farmers' dissatisfaction with the allocation changes associated
with adopting a mandatory nonpoint sourco pollution control
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program would not bo the only difficulty accompanying such a
change. Enforcing water quality regulations is especially
difficult for nonpoint pollution because extonsive monitoring is
required and complicated linkages between water quality and land
use practices must be established. Each parcel of land has a
unique potontial for contributing to pollution. Enforcing a
reallocation of rights away from farmers would bs very expensive.

Transaction costs associated with alternative programs should
also be considered. Leaving tbe entitlement in tho hands of the
farmers but changing from a property rule to a liability rule for
protection could bo expected to reduce transaction costs, as
suggosted by Bromley. Such a reduction might offset somewhat the
costs associated with compensation of tho farmers undor tho
required cost sharing. If the rights are reallocated so that the
public is entitled, the soil loss tax stratogy would likely bo
preforablo to tho regulatory program in terms of lower
transaction costs. This assumes legally acceptable measures of
control. However, the allocation, as well as distribution, of
the costs would bo an additional issue with which the government
would have to deal.

Summary

A right ("entitlement") confers favor among individuals or groups
making ccapotlng claims to an objoct or privilego. In defining
rights, two matters must bo decldod: (1) initial ownership
(allocation) of rights, and (b) rules under which they may be
exchanged. Collective enforcement of both the initial allocation
and the conditions for exchango is required of a legal system to
have meaning. Tho rules for exchange of rights includo: (1)
proporty rules, (2) liability rules, and (3) Inalienability.
Curront and proposed programs to reduce and eliminate nonpoint
source pollution impact tho allocation and uso of rights.

As the environmental impacts of extracting our agricultural
bounty havo become more apparent, farmers' use of natural
resources havo become subject to ooro csroful review and
regulation. Farnors' rights and the rights of others aro In a
state of transition. Proposals for nonpoint pollution control
would condition farmors' rights to use land on effocts that uses
have on others, principally usors of water and aquatic
environments. Hany of theso proposals would change the proporty
rule of allocating rights to a liability rule. Proposed programs
which fall into one category or tho other have been outlined.
Altornatlvo methods of reducing tax exponditurea for offending
pollutants could increase tho cost of pollution to farmers.

Any change from tho current program will bo costly. Thoro aro
two kinds of costs associated with nonpoint source water
pollution - the costs of doing something and tho costs of doing
nothing. Changes in proporty rights will involve administrative,
enforcement and compensation costs. As public concern over



nonpoint source water pollution continues to mount, changes
become more likely. However, such change oust be effective,
enforceable and ethical. As Braden (1982) has asserted, an
acceptable progroo will be ono which provides a mechanism by
which the public intorest can bo sorved while providing fair
compensation to owners whose rights are exchanged by fiat,
retains tho flexibility of individual ownership, and is
consistent with the national ethic of maximum individual

liberties consistont with tho general welfare.
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Estuaries are a complex ecosystem in which a number of physical and
biological processes are interrelated. Although scientists arc unsure
of the exact nature of many estuarine relationships, it is generally
believed that freshwater inflows are a major determinant of estuarine
productivity. Inflows maintain the necessary salinity balance and
also provide valuable nutrients. There are seven major estuary
systems and several minor ones spread along 370 miles of Texas
coastline. Eleven major river basins have estuaries of major or
secondary importance.

The Texas fishing and shrimping industries, as well as sport fishing,
depend on the estuaries to provide a proper habitat for fish
propagation and development. In addition to the fish and wildlife
which spend their entire lives in the estuaries, many other species
inhabit these areas during their juvenile stages. Some 97Z of all
fish and shellfish harvested along the Texas coast depend on estuaries
at one or more stages of their life cycles (Texas Department of Water
Resources 1982).

The Texas legislature has funded a number of studies concerning the
influence of freshwater inflows on estuaries, and has concluded that
they are an important factor in estuarine productivity (Texas Department
of Water Resources 1982). Revisions to the Texas Water Code in 1975 and
1985 emphasized the importance of freshwater inflows but did little to
ensure that such inflows are maintained. The protections instituted by
these laws arc largely discretionary, and many have argued that they are
insufficient. The water code still ranks recreation, wildlife
preservation and aesthetics well below other water uses in terms of
priority and there is not always enough water available to satisfy the
lower priority uses.
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Freshwater inflow into bays and estuaries remains a low priority use
of water in Texas. Nevertheless, there are a number of approaches to
estuarine protection which could be pursued under the current law.
Minor changes in the law could make protection easier, and major
changes could facilitate it still further. Little scholarly research
has been dons on legal approaches to maintaining freshwater inflows.
However, lawyers and conservationists throughout the U.S. have
identified a number of legal strategies which are applicable to a
related water allocation problem - the preservation of minimum stream
flows. As more and more surface water is diverted or stored in

impoundments, the amount of water remaining in downstreamriver
segments is sometimes insufficient to support fish and wildlife or
water-based recreation, or to dilute pollutants. Many of the
strategies which have been used to combat the instream flow problem
could also be used to maintain freshwater inflows to estuaries.

The strategies to protect estuarine inflows can be classified into
three groups: (1) direct acquisition of water rights, (2)
administrative approaches such as reservation, conditional permits,
and redefined water use priorities, and (3) application of the public
trust doctrine.

Texas Surface Water Law

Texas is one of several states which recognizes both riparian and
appropriative rights to surface water. Full riparian rights,
including the right to irrigate, apply only to. lands which (1) were
originally granted by the Republic or State of Texas between 1840 and
1895, and (2) have retained their riparian classification since the
original grant was issued. The Hater Rights Adjudication Act (Tex.
Laws 1967, ch. 45) required riparians to register their rights and
limited their claims to the maximum amount put to beneficial use in
any year between 1963 and 1967. In this way, riparian rights have
been absorbed into the appropriative system, with priorities based on
the dates of the original land grants. The adjudication process,
which followed the 1967 act, allocated Texas surface water on the
basis of all known water rights claims. That process is now basically
complete and the state of Texas has, for the first time, a unified
system of water rights.

Rights to state water under the prior appropriation system arc
allocated by the Texas Water Commission. Permits can be issued only
for beneficial uses, and the state water code includes a list of water
use preferences in which domestic and municipal purposes are rated
highest, followed by industrial, irrigation, mining, hydroelectric
power, navigation, recreation and pleasure, and other beneficial uses
(TEX. WATER CODE ANN. 511.024). Texas follows the other requirements
of tho prior appropriation system, namely the "first in time" rule and
the "non-use results in loss" rule.

Direct Acquisition

The simplest means of protecting freshwater inflows to estuaries is to
appropriate water for that purpose. This approach has the advantage
of fitting neatly into the existing regulatory system, with all its
inherent safeguards for existing appropriators. The oajor
disadvantage in Texas is the lack of unappropriated water. Permits



cannot be granted unless there is unappropriated water available in
the wator source.

Historically, a valid appropriation has required an actual diversion
of water. Most western water law experts agree that this requirement
no longer serves any function which cannot be served by other water
law doctrines (Tarlock 1978). nevertheless, some states have refused
to appropriate water for instream purposes on the grounds that there
is no diversion of water. In California, for example, the courts have
ruled that a permit cannot be granted unless the permittee has some
form of physical control over the appropriated water (California Trout
Inc. v. State Water Resources Control Board, 90 Cal.App.3d 816, 153
Cal.Rptr. 672 (1979); Pullerton v. State Water Resources Control
Board, 90 Cal.App.3d 590, 153 Cal.Rptr. 518 (1979)).

The question of instream appropriations has not yet arisen in Texas,
and it Is not clear whether Texas law requires an actual diversion.
The water code is ambiguous on this point, and the current rules of
the Water Commission indicate that appropriations require some form of
diversion or storage. Unless the legislature chooses to specifically
authorise instream appropriation, the only way to determine if such an
appropriation is possible is to apply for one. If the application
were denied, or if an instream appropriation were challenged, the
state courts would have to decide whether the water code requires
physical control over appropriated water.

Appropriations also have to be applied to a beneficial use, but there
is little doubt that Texas recognizes estuarine protection as a
beneficial use. The most likely state agency to appropriate water for
estuarine uses is the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department. It has the
necessary expertise and would be able, because of its independence
from the process of water rights adjudication, to act as an advocate
for environmental concerns without becoming involved in a conflict of
interest. State law already specifies that water from some new
reservoirs will be appropriated to the Parks and Wildlife Department
(TEX. WATER CODE ANN. 116.1331), so there is no question about the
department's authority to appropriate water.

Administrative Approaches

Withdrawal

Some states, such as Oregon, Washington, Kansas and Montana, have
acted to preserve instream flows by establishing a base level of water
in specified river segments, below which no further water can be
appropriated. This type of withdrawal from appropriation can be done
through legislative fiat or through administrative action.

The Texas Water Commission could withdraw water from appropriation in
order to ensure adequate inflows to estuaries. Such a reservation
could be accomplished using the Commission's power to deny permit
applications which are detrimental to the public welfare. The same
power could be invoked to limit the possible uses of water from
particular streams in a type of water use "zoning", or to impose a
moratorium on issuing permits. However, the Commission is unlikely to
take any of these actions because of their political nature.
Reservation of water for inflow purposes is unlikely to occur unless
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the legislature declares that it is state policy to favor ostuarinc
protection over other water uses, at least in certain circumstances.

Withdrawing water has the same disadvantage as direct appropriation:
there is a lack of unappropriated water available for withdrawal.
This could be overcome if the legislature mandated that all water
freed by cancelling existing rights be reserved for freshwater
inflows, until such time as the minimum required inflows were
withdrawn.

Permit conditions

The Water Commission currently has the power to condition new permits,
and is mandated to include conditions necessary to maintain inflows to
affected estuaries in any permits issued within 200 river miles of the
Culf coast (TEX. WATER CODE ANN. 111.147). However, the commissioners'
decision to condition a permit depends largely on their perception of
the public welfare. They are instructed to include conditions "to the
extent practicable when considering all public interests", and are not
obligated to prefer estuarine protection over any other public
benefits. The Commission could, include in any permit which might
interfere with freshwater inflows, the condition that it was issued
subject to the superior needs of any affected estuary system.

Preferred uses

Texas, like many other states, statutorily lists the order in which
various water uses are to be preferred when competing applications are
filed for different uses of the same water. Tre lease (1977) has
argued that such laws should be avoided. They are seldom effective,
oince the coincidence of incompatible uses is rare. They too often
reflect the economic and social thought of the moment of their
enactment, and they prevent the intelligent weighing of alternative
and relative values.

Water use preferences in Texas were instituted in 1931 and have not
been altered since then, apart from the addition of "other beneficial
uses" at the bottom of the list. The last named use is recrealon, and
aesthetic and environmental purposes are not specified at all. The
list should be revised to give higher priority to non-economic uses,
or different priorities could be established for different river
basins or segments. This approach of classifying rivers for different
uses is used in Oregon (Sherton 1981). Alternatively, tha legislature
could abolish the list and rely on the Water Commission to evaluate
different uses on a case-by-case basis.

Incentives to Conservation

The present system of water appropriation discourages water
conservation efforts on the part of rights holders. Only that portion
of water which is put to beneficial use is considered appropriated.
If water users purchase improved irrigation technology, line canals,
repair leaky pipework, remove water-loving "weed" plants from the
land, or otherwise reduce their water requirements, they cannot recoup
their investment. That portion of water which is no longer required



becomes subject to cancellation. An incentive scheme for water users
is required which will encourage conservation and discourage waste.
Some possibilities are direct reimbursement or allowing a change of
use for the unused part of the appropriation.

The Public Trust Doctrine

The public trust doctrine is an ancient theory for protecting certain
properties which were held by the sovereign in trust for the people
(Sax 1970). In recent years the doctrine has been reinvigorated and
expanded to cover a number of additional public resources, including
those without specific econoaic value. Some states, notably Wisconsin
and California, have developed a substantial body of case law on the
subject.

The most far-reaching public trust case to be decided in recent years
is National Audubon Society v. Superior Court of Alpine County (33
Cal.3d 419, 658 P.2d 709, 189 Cal.Rptr. 346 (1983)). In this case,
which closely parallels many aspects of the freshwater inflow problems
in Texas, the National Audubon Society brought suit to enjoin the
diversion of freshwater inflows to a saline lake, on the theory that
the shores, bed and waters of Mono Lake were protected by the public
trust. The California Supreme Court remanded the case to the superior
court to decide in light of the principle of minimizing harm to
interests affected by the public trust.

Two important points concerning the public trust doctrine arose from
the Mono Lake decision. First, the court said that the state must
affirmatively protect public trust interests "whenever feasible". The
significance of this ruling will depend on whether "feasible" is
interpreted in terms of available alternatives or simply in terms of
economics ond convenience. The second important point is the ruling
that the trust imposes a duty of continuing supervision over the use
of water after an appropriation has been made. The court said that
the state is not confined by past allocation decisions which may be
incorrect in light of current knowledge or inconsistent with current
needs. If such a ruling were applied in Texas it might allow the
cancellation, without compensation, of existing permits for uses which
are no longer considered beneficial.

In Texas the scope of the public trust doctrine is poorly defined. The
cases in which it has been used have been mainly concerned with the
tradlonally protected resources of submerged land and access to
navigable waters. It has not yet been invoked to contest the state's
handling of water resources, and the judiciary's position on the
doctrine and on the issue of third party standing has not been
determined. However, several commentators have indicated that the
doctrine could be a useful tool in protecting Texas estuaries
(Morrison and Dollahite 1985, Weaver 1985).

Conclusions

Existing provisions in the Texas Water Code make it possible to afford
some protection to freshwater inflows into estuaries. However, there
are two major limitations. First, most of the available protection is
at the discretion of the Water Commission, which must evaluate
proposed water uses against a list of statutory preferences.
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Recreation and environmental uses are at the bottom of this list.
Second, oven if the Water Commission wanted to allocate water for
freshwater inflows, there is little if any unappropriated water
available. Existing water permits provide vested rights which cannot
be altered and which can be cancelled only after abandonment or ten
years of non-use.

Civen these limitations and the nature of the statutes designed to
protect estuaries, any efforts at maintaining adequate freshwater
inflows have to be made on a case-by-case basis, which results in
piecemeal protection. This fragmented approach also requires a
considerable investment of time and money from any group or agency
trying to preserve the state's estuary systems, because their efforts
must be repeated each time a new threat arises.

Because the public trust doctrine is not wall developed in Texas, and
the issue of third party standing has not yet been settled, it is
difficult to predict the outcome of a suit to protect freshwater
inflows into estuaries. A court could easily determine that standing
would depend on showing special injury. Even if standing were
granted, there are some grounds for arguing that the trust doctrine in
Texas has bean subsumed into the state water code, which prohibits
appropriations that are detrimental to the public welfare and requires

The Commission, before issuing a permit, to consider the effect of the
permit on bays and estuaries.

Any litigation is expensive and time consuming. If a suit were
brought to preserve freshwater inflows, the courts could reach a
decision which limits the power of the public trust doctrine and
thereby establish a precedent which would restrict future efforts.
Even if a case were settled to the benefit of the estuary, it might be
determined on factors peculiar to one situation without producing any
broader gains or guidelines. On the other hand, a broad and positive
ruling involving the doctrine would result in extensive gains for
estuary protection and for other natural resources as well. For
example, a ruling like that in the Mono Lake case could give
freshwater inflows a ouch higher priority than they have under the
current water code preferences, and night also be instrumental in
freeing up water on overappropriated rivers through the revocation fo
existing permits.

Both the coats and the potential gains of public trust litigation arc
high. Since the attitude of Texas courts is currently so unclear,
such litigation might best be postponed until other options have been
attempted or until the courts give sooe indication of favoring the
public trust approach.
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Introduction

The analysis herein Is taken from the legal component of a five-part
study of artificial reef planning and development for a three-state
area in the Northern Culf of Mexico, the specific area being the
Florida Panhandle and the Alabama and Mississippi coasts. The study
was directed by Dr. James I. Jones of the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant
Consortium, co-sponsor of tho project with Continental Shelf
Associates, Inc., of Tequesta, Florida. Funds for the project were
provided by the National Marine Fisheries Service, and Ron Schaled of
NMFS' St. Petersburg office served as program monitor.

The legal aspects of the study has both regional and national
characteristics, and the author has attempted to present both in this
paper. The subject matter covered by this paper includes permitting
and legal liability, while development Incentives and international
navigation law were also covered In the study. The regional/national
dichotomy is clearly apparent in the section on permitting, since the
areas specifically studied have Joint federal/state permit applications
for artificial reef construction. The section on liability is more
general in nature, but does cover certain aspects of the local law of
the three states involved, such as sovereign Immunity.

Federal Permitting

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) is the primary permitting
authority for artificial roof construction and maintenance. Actually,
it is the only such federal authority, because, even though numerous
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other agencies are Involved in the process, the Corps Is the only
federal agency that actually issues a permit. Other federal agencies
have a consulting and commenting role involving fish and wildlife,
environmental protection and historic preservation. The Corps' permits
are Issued under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 and

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. Outside three miles from the

coastal baseline, the 404 permit does not apply, therefore the only
permit Issued by the Corps is the Section 10 permit.

The Corps' offices in both tha Jacksonville and Mobile districts have
developed a regional permit for artificial reefs. This permit means
that the normal Individual permit process does not have to be followed
and therefore the time required is substantially reduced, at least
theoretically, from about two months to two weeks. (This does not
mean, of course, that any state permitting or certification process is
similarly shortened.) The regional permit moans that the activity
covered Is considered of minimal impact to the environment, both
Individually and cumulatively, and therefore no individual permit Is
necessary. The time period la shortened by eliminating the public
notice, comment and hearing procedures. However, if any of the
agencies with consultation authority object or the Corps itself finds
some problem (e.g., the Endangered Species Act), then the permit Is
"kicked out" into the individual permit process. In all throe of the
states involved In the study, the regional permit application is a
joint federal/state application and the process Is effectively a joint
procedure. In Florida, there Is a general state permit for artificial
reefs, which means that the state permitting process for an artificial
reef is core streamlined than other projects. Mississippi and
Alabama's permit procedures are considerably core time-consuming.

Because of the regional federal permit and the probability that most
reefs will not raise objections, it is somewhat unnecessary to discuss
the substantive and procedural requirements of the individual federal
permit process. The public rovlew procedures are detailed and can be
easily located in the regulations. Major projects may benefit by
utilizing a pre-appllcatlon consultation, the practical equivalent of
submitting an original application. This procedure may help to avoid
problems and to enhance the success of the project.

Under the 404 program (33 U.S.C.A. S1344), guidelines are developed by
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) pursuant to criteria in
9403(c), therefore the EPA has some substantive Input in the initial
part of the permit process. The EPA also has a "veto" power under
Section 404(b), although this power is rarely used. The Administrator
of EPA is authorized to use this veto power when he determines, after
public hearing, that the proposed activity would have an adverse effect
on "shellfish beds and fishery areas (Including spawning and breeding
areas), wildlife, or recreational areas." The EPA does not have any
permitting authority under tho National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) (8402 of the Clean Water Act), through the EPA's
aquaculture project regulations ({318 of the CleanWater Ace), or under
the Ocean Dumping Act (Title I of tho Marine Research, Protection and
Sanctuary Act).

There are several other agencies which have consultation roles in the
Corps' permit process. The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act requires
federal agenclos to coordinate their activities with cither the Fish



and Wildlife Service (FWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Service
(NMFS) of the Department of Commerce. The Endangered Species Act
requires the Corps to consider any possible threat to an endangered
species, and to consult with either the Secretary of Interior or the
Secretary of Commerce when such a threat appears. Both Interior and
Commerce also have consultation authority under the Marine Mammal
Protection Act. Under the Marine Sanctuary Act (Title III of the
Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act), the Sacretary of
Commerce is authorized to designate national marine sanctuaries.
Although an artificial reef may not Itself be a threat to a marine
sanctuary, the activities surrounding the reef likely would be a threat
and would be severely restricted.

The Coast Guard has a simple, but significant role in artificial reef
development, i.e., the approval of locations and buoy plans for reefs.
This approval must be obtained before the Corps will grant a permit
under either or both Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act or
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. District offices of the Coast
Guard should be consulted to determine buoy requirements, since local
conditions affect actual requirements. Also, there is vested In the
District Commander a certain amount of discretion concerning relief
from buoying requirements. Tha New Orleans District covers most of the
specific area of this study, although the Miami District covers the
area cast of Apalachicola Bay. Coast Guard approval normally can be
obtained in one day.

Although there will be certain exceptions, the basic rules are set up
according to specific water depths. If there will be less than
eighty-five (85) feet of clearance above the reef, the Coast Guard will
usually require a lighted buoy. An unlighted buoy is required between
eighty-five (85) and two hundred (200) feet of clearance, unless the
reef is within five hundred (500) yards of a shipping fairway.
According to the New Orleans office, a minimum 'of one mile distance
from shipping fairways Is preferred If the reef has less than
eighty-five (85) feet of clearance. If tha structure is near an
established fishing area, the clearance oust be greater than two
hundred (200) feet or a buoy la required.

The Departocnt of Defense has established certain restricted areas
which are off limits for reef construction. The Sport Fishing
Institute has developed a guide which contains descriptions of these
areas in the Gulf of Mexico. Several other agencies also have such
information, such as tho Corps, Coast Guard and the Minerals Management
Service.

The Minerals Management Service also should be contacted in areas in
which there is oil and gas exploration and development activity to
determine the existence of offshore leases and pipelines. Although
leases are not In themselves an Impediment to reef construction, the
potential activity should be planned around. Naturally, one would not
want to locate a reef near an oil or gas pipeline.

If an obsolete vessel Is used for an artificial reef, Che permittee
should consider the EPA's requirements for dumping of vessels for
disposal. The EPA must certify that "the proposed use of the vessel
will be compatible with water quality standards and other appropriate
environmental protection requirements." In all likelihood, the EPA
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requirements for dumping of vessels will be applicable to use of
vessels for artificial reefs. The regulations require emptying and
reflushlng all fuel lines and tanks to the lowest suction point before
disposal of the vessel.

State Permitting

States generally havo a certification role in the Issuance of Section
10 and Section 404 permits, under the authority of Section 401 of the
Clean Water Act (water quality) and the Coastal Zone Management Act
(consistency of federal program with stato coastal program). The
geographical limits of the 401 water quality certification are the
territorial limits of the state, I.e. the boundaries of the United
States. The normal limits of throe olios apply in Alabama and
Mississippi, but the Gulf boundary line of Florida is three marine
leagues or nine nautical miles. Mississippi's boundary is measured
froo the barrier islands lying south of the mainland.

Within tha territorial limits of a state, any applicant for a permit
issued by a federal agency must certify that the activity to bo
permitted Is consistont with the state's coastal program. If the state
objects, tho permit will not be issued unless the Secretary of
Commerce, on appeal, decides that tho activity "Is consistent with the
objectives of this chapter or is otherwise necessary In the Interest of
national security." Outside territorial waters, federal agencies are
required to conduct or support activities directly affecting the
coastal zone "in a manner which is, to the maximum extent practicable,
consistent with approved state management programs." All the coastal
programs of all three states Involved In this study expressly encourage
and approve reef development.

Florida has an aquatic preserve program similar to the Marine Sanctuary
Act. Some of these sanctuaries are located in the Panhandle area,
therofore the Florida Department of Natural Resources should be
consulted concerning special requirements for these areas.

Another possible area of state certification is that of historic
preservation areas. Although one does not normally think that offshore
waters would contain many historic areas, there arc apparently hundreds
of shipwrecks in the Gulf. There has been a recent move to lntroduco
legislation in Congress to enact a Historic Shipwreck Act. This is a
consideration that should be taken Into account when siting a reef.

Liability

The facts and the actors are loportant in any consideration of legal
liability. The facts determine the legal theories Involved and the
status of the actors, all of which in turn dictate the causes of action
and defensos available to the parties. It is important then to
consider the facta involved In a reef development project. The first
decision made is to build the reef, then follow decisions concerning
the type of materials, the location of the structure and so on.

There are several periods in a reef project which Involve different
typos of risks and different types of actors. The material to be used
In the reef must bo obtained from somewhere and hauled to the reef
site. It oust be properly and accurately placed on the reef site.
After the placement of the material, buoys nay havo to be maintained,
and there may be some responsibility to inspect the reef to insure that



it is good condition. For example, both the Mobilo and Jacksonville
Corps permits require the permittee to maintain "the structure ... in
good condition. ..."

Throughout the comon reef project there arc different phases in which
various risks are present. Many of these are the standard,
"run-of-tho-alll" risks present in numerous other activities, and the
liability potentials are determined by well-known rules of law. For
example, liability for injuries to maritime workers and seamen will be
governed by statutes such as the Jones Act, the Longshoremen and Harbor
Workers Coopensation Act, state worker's coopensation laws and the
Death on the High Seas Act, plus certain common law remedies, such as,
maintenance and cure and the warranty of vessel seaworthiness.

Those remedies cover personal Injury, but proporty damage is another
type of liability that oust be considered. Property damage could
involve a collision between two vessels or a vessel and some fixed

structure or the land or it could Involve the blocking of a shipping
fairway due to the sinking of a vessel or the "tow" (the barge carrying
materials or a platform Itself). The law of towage and the law of
collision provide well-known rules that govern liability in such
circumstances.

The parties that are subject to potential liability during the above
phases arc primarily the donor of materials and the party hauling the
materials to the reef site. The donor's liability will depend to a
large extent on the complexity of the tasks Involved in loading the
materials onto a barge or securing a platform for towing and the amount
of its participation in these tasks. The donor's risk of liability
will be much greater if it is actively Involved In this phase than if
it contracts with some other party to perform the tasks. In the latter
case, the other party will generally be responsible for liabilities
incurred during the work.

Once the material is at the reef site, the primary responsibility of
the parties involved is to see that the material is placed in the
proper location. At this point, the permittee may have some
responsibility to insure that this happens. Once the material is In
place, most of the potential for liability shifts to the permittee who
has the duty of inspection and maintenance.

During the placement and maintenance stages, the potential liability of
the participants would be governed by ordinary principles of negligence
law (negligence is also the normal standard in collision cases).
Negligence Is defined as a breach of a duty of reasonable care owed to
some person, which breach Is the proximate cause of injury to that
person. The injured party oust show that he is owed this duty and that
tho other party breached this duty, causing him to be injured. There
are many aspects of negligence rules, and it is beyond tho scope of
this paper to explore the topic fully.

Tho National Fishing Enhancement Act (NFEA) soeks to encourage reef
development by limiting the liability of the participants in certain
areas. Primarily, this limitation of liability applies to tho donor of
reef materials and to the permittee. Oil companies have been involved
to some extent In donating obsolete platforms for reefs, and many
people feel that these platforms will be a plentiful supply of reef
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oatorlal in the future. The oil companies apparently are willing to
participate in the program, but do not want to expand their operations
into an area of unknown liability.

Consequently, the NFEA seeks to limit the liability of donors of
materials, in fact, to end it at the point that title to the reef
oatorlal Is transferred. However, the act nay actually Impose a
standard of strict liability rather than ordinary negligence on the
donor of oatorlal for a defect in the material at the time title to it
is transferred. The NFEA states that a donor of oatorlals "shall not
be liable for damages arising from the use of such materials in an
artificial reef, if such materials meet applicable requirements of tha
plan published undor section 204 [the national reef plan] and are not
otherwise defective at the time title Is transferred." This does not
take into consideration the fact that the donor of material may not
have been able to determine if there was a defect In the material at
the tine title was transferred, and the fact that this defect oay not
have been created by the actions of the donor.

A probably typical example would be the removal of an obsoleto platform
from the ocean floor for towing to an artificial reef site. In the
process of removal, particularly if the platform is toppled, the
platform could be damaged. Tho oil company oay exert great effort to
detormine if any structural damage has occurred, but finds nothing.
After the platform is In place as a reef, a portion of it collapses on
a diver or washes away to end up in a fishing net. The Injured party
may be able to show that there was a defect at the time title was
transferred. The oil company would then be held to a strict liability
standard, although It exerted great effort to protect Itself.

Sooo might argue that such questions are theoretical rather than
practical. It does little good to respond to such a problem by
attacking the practicality of such a situation or the difficulty of
proving that a dofect oxisted ot a specific time. The risk of
liability Is the problem, not the odds of the situation actually
arising. There are legal rules that would allow the Injured party to
argue that there oust havo been sose defect or otherwise the accident
would not have happened. This is known as the res ipse locquitur
doctrine - "the thing speaks for Itself." The answer is not to debate
tho possibility, but to amend the statute so that the standard is not
so strict.

The permittee's risk of liability was also considered In tho Act, and
it states that the permittee "shall not bo liable for damages caused by
activities required to bo undertaken under any terms and conditions of
the permit, if the permittee is in compliance with such terms and
conditions." (Eophasis added.) The Act goes on to state that the
permittee "shall be liable, to the extent determined under applicable
law, for damages to which paragraph (1) [the above] does not apply."
This second provision makes clear the fact that ordinary negligence
rules will still have an Impact on reef programs. As mentioned above,
the Jacksonville and Hobile Corps' permits required the maintenance of
permitted structures in good condition. There may bo no liability for
activities conducted to Insure that the reef is in good condition,
i.e., inspections, but if the inspection is negligently performed and o
problem is not discovered, liability may arise if an injury later



occurs because a negligent Inspection Is not In compliance with the
terms and conditions of the permit.

There are certain risks involved in construction and maintenance stages
that should be considered in planning a reef. The area Involved and
the type of material used must be matched so that the materials are
suitable, a requirement of the NFEA. Materials must also be free of
pollutants in order to meet the suitability requirement.

If a state or one of Its political subdivisions (a county or
municipality) is the permittee, it may be able to assert the doctrine
of sovereign immunity. The immunity, if applicable, is absolute and
will operate to defeat the claim of the Injured party. States are
generally Immune from all types of negligence actions, although state
officials have only a limited privilege of individual immunity. In the
typical reef scenario, Individual official actions can be divided into
those that arc discretionary in nature and those that are ministerial.
Discretionary decisions are normally covered by Immunity, while
nlnlsterlal actions are not. Discretionary decisions would Include the
initial decision to construct a reef and the choice of location and

materials. Ministerial actions would Include the placement of the
materials and the maintenance of the reef, including negligent
inspections.

The Immunity of a county or municipality of a state is derivative, and
therefore is not as strong as the state's Immunity. Sovereign immunity
can be explained by characterizing the actions of such entities as
governmental or proprietary. Governmental actions are generally those
considered to be necessary to the public welfare, while proprietary
actions are those not actually necessary, even though they do benefit
the public. An artificial reef would fall in the latter category.

Thus, in those Instances where a permittee is not protected by the
provision concerning actions required to bo undertaken by the permit,
normal rules of negligence apply. Sovereign inounlty is one defense
that may be available, a strong defense In the case of a state as the
permittee, but a weaker possibility when a county or city is the
permittee.
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Introduction

As part of efforts to control development of Mississippi's beaches and
provide the public with recreational access, the Mississippi Bureau of
Marine Resources is developing a sand beach master plan for Harrison
and Hancock counties. One of the issues identified during the course
of the study is public access to beaches. Ostensibly, beach access for
the public in Harrison County was guaranteed in 1970 by Judge Cox's
final order in U.S. v. Harrison County. Two subsequent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, as well as a conflicting Mississippi Supreme Court
ruling on the same beach, have rendered the applicability of the 1970
ruling suspect. No similar case law applies to beaches in Hancock
county. As a result, the extent of public legal rights to use these
beaches is unclear.

Continued controversy over public use of the beaches of Deer Island
further Illustrates the problem of beach access. Deer Island is a
500-600 acre Island located in the Mississippi Sound, just offshore
from the coastal city of Blloxl. A private developer has attempted to
restrict public access to all put a small portion of the Island that is
owned by the city of Blloxl. Prior to tha developer's acquisition of
the property, the public freely used the island for boating, swimming,
cooping, and other recreational uses without interference. As a
result, an uneasy tension now prevails over public recreational use of
Deer Island beaches.

This paper reviews the current status of Mississippi's public trust
doctrine on public access to coastal beaches. In addition, alternative
cocnon law theories of dedication and custom are offered to support the
right of public access.
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Public Trust Doctrine

Mississippi's public trust doctrine places ownership of tidal lands
below mean high tide in the state, which holds it in trust for the
public. Public rights specifically protected by the Mississippi
Supreme Court under the trust Include commerce and navigation, fishing,
bathing, swimming and other recreational uses, and the development of
mineral resources. (Cinque Bambini, 1986) However, the court has never
extended the trust upland beyond the mean high tide line. As a result,
it Is unlikely that the public trust doctrine protects members of the
public who venture onto the dry sand area from incurring liability as a
trespasser.

Not only ha3 the court failed to extend public trust rights to include
beach access. It has permitted the state to sell tidal trust lands to
private persons when doing so la "in the public interest." (Treutlng.
1967). The Treutlng decision involved the sale of submerged lands
adjacent to Deer Island to facilitate private resort development on the
Island. In upholding the sale, the court found that the legislature
was justified in authorizing the sale of these lands to private
Individuals as "incident" to tho overall public Interest and purpose.
"If the totality of the development promotes the public Interest in
general, the Incidental private ownership of individual lots does not
negative [sic] the comprehensive public purpose." (Treutlng. 1967). The
public purposes served by the development, as recognized by the court,
were commerce, tourism, recreation, and accommodating an expanding
population. The court concluded further that the proposed development
was consistent with formerly established trust purposes of navigation,
fisheries and commerce.

Although this decision was Halted to Its facta by tha Mississippi
Supreoe Court in 1972, It has never been explicitly overruled.
(International Paper. 1972). Such decisions do not bode well for
future extension of tho public trust doctrine to Include a right of
beach access. It is therefore necessary to explore other cooaon law
tools to apply.

Implied Dedication

Dedication is a comaon law doctrine that makes it possible for a
landowner either to transfer full ownership of his land to the public
or to grant an easement to tho public for certain uses. A legally
enforceable dedication of land to a public use requires two elements:
an objectively manifested deslro of a landowner to devote property for
such purpose, and a valid acceptance by the public, whether both
elements are present In a purported dedication la a question of fact
for tho courts, with the burden of proof resting on the party asserting
a dedication.

The owner's Intent is the linchpin of dedication. An owner may
expressly dedicate the land, or his intention oay be lmpled from his
failure to object to continued use of his property by the public. It
is crucial chat this intention be clearly and unequivocally manifest.
Once the court finds a valid offer to dedicate, the focus of the
analysis shifts to tho public's acceptance of such an offer.
Acceptance may be either express or Implied, by formal action or public
use.



Application of the doctrine of Implied dedication to beach access is a
relatively new one among state courts. Historically, the doctrine was
applied to the dedication of roods and parks. Mississippi is no
exception. Therefore, it is necessary to draw parallels from such
situations. Armstrong v. Itawamba, a case dealing with the issue of
whether a road across private land had acquired public road status, is
an enlightening example. The court found that a dedication had
resulted froo continual public use and maintenance of the road at
public expense for nearly twenty years. Although the facts clearly
show an Implied dedication, the court did not categorize it as such.

Its first specific discussion of Implied dedication arose when members
of a community attempted to prevent the city of Louisville from using a
particular tract of land in a manner that waB Inconsistent with Its use
as a public park. (Hull, 1974). The test set out by the court
requires "long use for a specific public purpose, the discontinuance of
which constitutes a violation of good faith to the public and to those
who have acquired property with a view to the use contemplated by the
dedication." (Hull. 1974). Here, tho city's prior Inconsistent use
demonstrated that there was no Intention to dedicate the property for a
specific public purpose (i.e., a park). Therefore, It was just as
reasonable to conclude that the city had Intended to continue use of
the land as a park only until it was needed for other purposes as it
was to imply that the property had been dedicated.

How then, would public access to Mississippi's coastal beaches fare
under the Itawamba and Hull standards of Implied dedication? In
order for the court to find an implied dedication, requirements as to
duration and character of use must be mot. The character of the use

must be adverse to, and oxclualvo of, the rights of the property owner
(except as a member of the public). Unlike prescriptive rights, which
vest in Individuals, the claim of right being asserted must be on
behalf of the public as a whole. The uso must be with the knowledge of
the property owner, or under such circumstances that would warrant
charging him with knowledge. With the exception of the current owner,
previous owners of Deer Island have long acquiesced in the public's use
of the Island beaches for recreational purposes. Similarly, few
objections have been lodged against the open public use of the sand
beaches of Harrison and Hancock counties since their establishment.

Under the Hull standard, It would be a violation of good faith to the
public to discontinue such long use for the specific public purposes of
navigation, bathing, fishing, and other recreational activities.

As noted above, public use can constitute acceptance of an offer to
dedicate. Because such use does not need to be constant, the fact that
the beaches arc less populated in winter months does not Interrupt
continuity of the use. And on Deer Island, the public continues to
utilize Deer Island, effectively Ignoring efforts of tho current owner
to restrict such use. It should be noted that a succeeding landowner
takes the property with the burden of an established dedication.
Finally, at least for the boachas of Harrison and Hancock counties,
government funds are used to maintain then. Continued use over a
period of time, combined with maintenance at public expense, was
sufficient for the Armstrong court to find Implied dedication of a
road; it should certainly suffice hero.

Although the Mississippi courta have yet to apply implied dedication
concepts to beach access Issues, othor state courts have set the
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precedent for such a decision. The leading case in Texas, Seaway
Company v. Attv. General, concerned the right of the public to uso the
dry sand area of a beach located on Galveston Island. The primary use
of the beach by the public was as a roadway. In finding an implied
dedication, the court hold that tho owner had acted in such a way as to
Induce a belief in the public that ha Intended to dedicate. Ha
fostered this belief by fallng to protest public use over an extended
time period. The public, in turn, accepted the dedication by continued
use of the beach ovor time without asking permission. In addition,
evidence was introduced that county authorities had contributed to
maintenance of the beach since 1929. In assessing the weight to be
given particular uses, tho court stated that maintenance and patrolling
were "some evidence of an intent to dedicate" but that continued open
use over time was the key element.

Florida courts have added an interesting factor to the offer/acceptance
elements of Implied dedication. It permits the public to acquire an
easement in beaches through implied dedication if the owner of the
beach front parcel loses soaethlng by virtue of the public's use of the
beach. (Tona-Rama. 1974). The court did not elaborate upon this
requirement. Georgia's rule necessitates that the public's use result
in exclusion of tho landowner, a circumstance that would be almost
Impossible to establish. (Lines. 1980). California has added a unique
twist to the acceptance prong of the test. If the public use has not
continued for more than five years, actual consent of the owner oust be
proven. (Clon. 1974).

Custom

Another common law doctrine available to protect public access to
beaches is custom. Mississippi law on custom is sparse. And to date
has been applied almost exclusively in business situations. Therefore,
it is hard to draw analogies pertinent to beach access. A review of
the applicability of the doctrine of custom by Oregon and Florida
courts gives a clearer picture of the pertinent legal Issues.

As defined in the leading beach access case in this country. State Ex
Rel. Thornton v. Hoy, cuotoo Is "such a usage as by common consent and
uniform practice has become the law of the place, or of the subject
matter to which It relates." The court Identified seven requisites to
support the cxlstenco of a custom. The right oust be ancient,
continuous, free from dispute, reasonable, certain, obligatory, and
consistent with law.

Antiquity Is established through a showing of long and general usage.
Here, public use of tha dry sand beaches of Oregon had existed since
the time of tho early white settlers, as well as earlier by the Native
American Indians. The next two requirements, continuity and freedom
from dispute aro interrelated. Together they require consistent use by
the public (again, one need not sunbathe in January to be consistent)
without Interruption by the landowner. "Reasonable" means usage
appropriate to the land and the usages of the community. Hero,
evidence that city police had intervened whenever people's behavior was
inappropriate was hold sufficient. These showings should not bo
difficult in tho coao of Mississippi's beaches.

Certainty is a more difficult requirement because of the mobile
boundaries of tho shore. Tho Oregon court held that "the visible



boundaries of the dry sand area and . . . the character of the land,
which Units the use thereof to recreational uses connected with the
foreshore." (Thornton, 1974). Limiting the area to the foreshore made
tho boundaries core definable, but natural topography assisted in this
distinction. There are no cliffs on Mississippi's coast. The sand
beaches have receded and been replenished over time, particularly as a
result of several oajor hurricanes. And on Deer Island, the beach area
has been used for beach activities and the woods for other recreational
activities such as camping. These factors could create problems of
certainty.

The Thornton court found that a custoo was obligatory so long as the
landowner did not have an option to recognize the public right or
Ignore it. Two points of Inquiry are relevant to obligation: (1) were
the lands trusted as of right and uniformly with similarly situated
lands, and (2) did the landowner object? Public behavior on
Mississippi beaches evidences a belief that there is a right to use
beach areas, particularly in light of a lack of objection on the part
of private landowners. Finally, the custoo must be consistent with the
laws and customs. The Oregon court's analysis provided no guidance on
this prong of the test as they found the custoo to be consistent
without giving a rationale.

Florida has also applied custom to protect public rights to beach
areas. (Tona-Rama, Inc., 1974). However, the court identified only
four elements: antiquity, reasonableness, continuity, and freedom froo
dispute. At Issue was whether the owner could build an observation
tower on the dry sand area. Even though the requirements for custom
were met, the court ruled in favor of the owner because presence of the
observation would not conflict with other recreational uses of the
beach by tho public.

The doctrine of custom, then, is a viable legal tool for guaranteeing
public access, but the burden of proof for those asserting the public
right is core difficult than under Implied dedication.

Conclusion

Under the public trust doctrine, the public has the right to swim,
wade, or otherwise reasonably use the tidal waters of Hisslsslppi so
long as they remain below the mean high tide mark. Even though
submerged lands In sooe Instances may be reclaimed and sold, it is
unlikely that the court will allow wholesale divestiture of public
trust property. But If the public is to have a legally protected right
to spread a blanket on the sand, or engage in other recreational
activities, a theory other than the public trust doctrine is needed.

The theory of implied dedication is tailor-made for protecting beach
access rights in the public. It requires behavior on the part of the
owner that evidences an intent to dedicate and the public's acceptance
through acquiescence to public use. The rights thus gained can be in
the nature of fee title, or an easement to use the property for
particular purposes. If an easement is found to exist, the owner is
forbidden from acting Inconsistently with the rights of the public.
And at the same tioe, the public must limit their activities to those
that come within the scope of the dedication.
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In the alternative, the doctrine of custoo can be asserted, Two
potential problems exist in tho use of custom. First, Mississippi
courts tend to use it sparingly. As a result, there la little guidance
for meeting the burden of proof, and the court oay bo roluctant to
apply it to beach access issues. Second, those courts that have
applied custoo have established tests that are even oore rigorous than
for implied dedication. However, it remains a viable common law theory
whose principles fit well with the need to protect beach access.
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